INFP - The strongest of which is an Introvert.

I hope to hone my skills as a facilitator and learn how to create more effective group decisions in this class.

Ben Kotenberg

Communications: Electronic Media, Organizational Communication, PR
Strengths


Proof- Wisconsin Broadcasters Award for 30 second commercial, Virtual Candy for “sexy” name placard.

Leading Brainstorming sessions

Proof- Chosen by Org Com, Cases, and Channel 20 groups to facilitate brainstorming sessions.

Facilitation

Proof- Trained by ambassador program to lead small and large groups of freshman through orientation program
Areas of Improvement

Proofreading and Editing – By reading my work out loud I have found that I pick up more errors and generally produce a better product.

Speaking with Clarity – Sometimes I don’t announce very well and mumble quite frequently. I have started to record myself speaking and make a conscience effort to slow down and speak with a loud robust voice.

Clarifying expectations of group members – I will often do others work if they don’t do it themselves, I have realized that this happens because I don’t clarify what they’re specific duties are.